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Abstract:  Cloud computing is an emerging technology that uses the internet for storing and managing knowledge on remote servers, 

so users access knowledge via the net. This sort of system permits users to figure on the remote. customers who use Cloud computing 

does not own the physical structure; they take the usage from a third-party supplier on a rent. Cloud computing is therefore victorious 

thanks to its simplicity in its usage. they're an economical resolution for enterprises. However, cloud computing isn't trustworthy, 

and therefore the security of the information outsourced in cloud storage has to be warranted. one among the most popular issues is 

a way to make sure the integrity of the information in cloud storage. Until now, several researchers have projected immeasurable 

obvious knowledge possession schemes to take care of the matter of information integrity audition. but more efforts require to 

prevent the data vendors privacy whereas auditing the integrity of information shared during a cluster. This proposed paper gives a 

clear idea about the necessity of cloud computing, what are security issues in cloud computing, A Comprehensive Review on Secure 

Data Sharing in Cloud Environment. 
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I.INTRODUCTION 

Cloud computing is that the use of off-site systems to assist computers store, manage, process, and/or communicate data. These off-

site systems are units hosted on the cloud (or the internet) rather than on your laptop or different native storage. they will cover 

something from email servers to software package programs, information storage, or maybe increasing your computer’s processor 

power. The “cloud” may be a term that merely suggests that “the internet.” Computing involves the infrastructures and systems that 

permit a laptop to run and build, deploy, or move with data. In cloud computing, this implies that rather than hosting infrastructure, 

systems, or applications on your Winchester drive or associate degree on-the-spot server, you’re hosting it on virtual/online servers 

that connect with your laptop through secure networks. Samples of cloud computing rely upon the kind of cloud computing services 

being provided. Data storage has gained importance over recent years because it permits users to store their data and applications 

remotely rather than storing at their premises that might otherwise cost a lot of and reduce their operation performance as storage 

has to be maintained and managed by them. Hence, information house owners invariably look to source their information to different 

cloud service suppliers like Dropbox, Google Drive at cheap worth. It becomes the responsibility of those cloud service suppliers 

to take care of, manage and back up information for his or her customers and alter them to access information remotely from any 

half of the globe Hence, giving high skillfulness, flexibility and accommodates multiple  users compared to ancient approaches 

Despite its advantage and large size, according to a BBC report, solely 100% of the world’s information is held on overcloud that 

might be attributed to growing issues over information storage location, vendor lock-in, and security. However, consistent with the 

international information Group’s Enterprise Cloud Computing In the survey, 2016, organizations with over one,000 workers have 

allotted twenty-eighth of its total IT budget to cloud computing in 2017. Thanks to the advantages it offers over the network. 

II.OVERVIEW 

Cloud computing having four types: private clouds, public clouds, hybrid clouds, and multiclouds.  Infrastructure-as-a-Service 

(IaaS), Platforms-as-a-Service (PaaS), and Software-as-a-Service (SaaS) these are the cloud computing services. Every cloud 

abstract, pools, and shares ascendible computing resources across a network. each cloud sort conjointly permits cloud computing, 

that is the act of running workloads at intervals of system. and each cloud is formed employing a distinctive mixture of technology 

which nearly continuously includes software package, some reasonable management platform, and application programming 

interfaces (APIs). Virtualization and automation packages can even be intercalary to each reasonable cloud for added capabilities 

or redoubled efficiencies. 
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2.1 Public Clouds 

A public cloud may be a pool of virtual resources—developed from hardware in hand and managed by a third-party company—

that is mechanically provisioned and allotted among multiple purchasers through a self-service interface. It scaling out workloads 

that have surprising demand fluctuations. Today’s public clouds aren’t typically deployed as a standalone infrastructure resolution, 

however rather as a part of a heterogeneous mixture of environments that end up in higher security and performance; lower cost; 

and a wider convenience of infrastructure, services, and applications. 

 

2.2 Private Clouds 
Private clouds area unit cloud environments entirely dedicated to the end-user, typically inside the user’s firewall. All clouds become 

personal clouds once the underlying IT infrastructure is devoted to one client with fully isolated access. Private clouds suppose a 

couple of varied technologies, however, understanding however virtualization works are that the key to understanding however 

personal clouds work.  virtualization technology is used to combine resources which are sourced from physical hardware into shared 

pools. This way, the cloud doesn't have to be compelled to manufacture environments by virtualizing resources one at a time from 

a bunch of varied physical systems. A scripted IT method will simply grab all those resources from one source—like an information 

market. Adding a layer of management code provides body management over the infrastructure, platforms, applications, and 

information that will be employed in the cloud by serving to cloud admins track and optimize use, administer integration points, 

and retain or recover information. once the ultimate automation layer is additional to interchange or cuts back human interaction 

with repeatable directions and processes, the self-service part of the cloud is complete which bundle of technologies is currently a 

non-public cloud. 

 

2.3 Hybrid Clouds 

Hybrid cloud refers to mixed computing, storage, and services atmosphere created from on-premises infrastructure, non-public 

cloud services, and a public cloud—such as Amazon web Services (AWS) or Microsoft Azure—with orchestration among the 

varied platforms. employing a combination of public clouds, on-premises computing, and personal clouds in your information 

Centre implies that we have got a hybrid cloud infrastructure. 

 

2.4 Multiclouds 

A multi-cloud strategy is the intention and implementation of a multi-cloud. It’s selecting to be within the multi-cloud on purpose—

not by default. For instance, several corporation’s first get into the cloud lukewarmly, one tiny service or application at a time. 

Soon, this becomes unwieldy and you have got to scrub up your cloud sprawl. you wish a technique. Strategizing for the multi-

cloud, as we’ll show, means that reflective on what the area of your desires unit and what merchandiser aligns with the best. 

 

III. SECURITY RISKS OF CLOUD COMPUTING 

  

3.1 Restricted visibility into network operations 

When moving workloads and assets to the cloud, organizations forfeit an exact level of visibility into network operations. this is 

often a result of the responsibility of managing a number of the systems and policies shifts to the cloud service supplier. counting 

on the kind of service model being employed, the shift of responsibility could vary in scope. As a result, organizations should be 

ready to monitor their network infrastructure while not employment of network-based observation and work. 

 

3.2 Malware 
By moving massive amounts of sensitive knowledge to associate internet-connected cloud settings, organizations area unit gap 

themselves up to further cyber threats. Malware attacks are a typical threat to cloud security, with studies showing that almost 

ninetieth of organizations of organizations are additional possible to expertise knowledge breaches as cloud usage will increase. As 

cyber criminals still become savvier with their attack delivery strategies, organizations should bear in mind the evolving threat 

landscape. 

 

3.3 Compliance 
Data privacy is changing into a growing concern, and as a result, compliance laws and trade standards like GDPR, HIPAA, and PCI 

DSS are getting additional demanding. one of the keys to making sure in progress compliance is by overseeing who will access 

knowledge and what specifically they will do therewith access. Cloud systems usually afford large-scale user access, thus if the 

correct security measures (i.e., access controls) aren’t in place, it is often troublesome to observe access across the network. 

 

3.4 Loss of information 
As previously mentioned, cloud computing needs organizations to allow up a number of their management to the CSP. this could 

mean that the safety of a number of your organization’s important information may represent the hands of somebody outside of 

your IT department. If the cloud service supplier experiences a breach or attack, your organization won't solely lose its information 

and material possession however will be control accountable for any ensuing damages. 

 

3.5 Inadequate due diligence 
The move to the cloud shouldn't be taken gently. almost like a third-party merchant, once operating with a cloud service supplier, 

it’s vital to conduct thorough due diligence to make sure that your organization incorporates a complete understanding of the scope 

of labor required to with success and with efficiency move to the cloud. In several cases, organizations are unaware of what quantity 

work is concerned during a transition, and also the cloud service provider’s security measures are usually unnoticed. 
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IV.  Security Measures of Cloud Computing 

4.1 Risk assessments 
Conducting cybersecurity risk assessments is a way to research your organization’s cybersecurity posture and therefore the 

effectivity of the protection controls that are presently deployed. The goal of associate assessment is to spot any potential 

vulnerabilities or gaps in security so that your IT team will build knowledgeable selections regarding the way to improve security 

going forward. 

 

4.2 User access controls 
Implementing user access controls is another essential part of making certain successful cloud security, because of its 

typical simple access compared to on-premises environments. Organizations ought to think about ways like zero-trust 

security, which operates beneath the thought that nobody ought to be implicitly trustworthy with open network access. Instead, 

users are only given access to the essential functions required for every role. 

 

4.3 Automation 
The threat landscape is consistently growing and cyber attackers are getting a lot of subtle every day. As a result, several IT 

departments area unit delayed with an oversized range of security alerts returning at a fast pace. By automating key   

initiatives like cybersecurity observation, threat intelligence assortment, and merchant risk assessments, groups will spend their 

time on a lot of high-priority tasks 

 

4.4 Continuous observation 
Arguably the foremost necessary elements of a prospering cybersecurity risk management program are continuous observation. As 

organizations progressively move to cloud computing models, continuous observation can become even a necessity 

for guaranteeing correct cyber hygiene on an associated progress basis. The digital landscape is shifting at a fast pace, and if 

organizations are counting on point-in-time assessments to see their security posture, a lot of usually than not it'll be too late to 

act ought a problem arise. 

V. CONCLUSION 

cloud computing is a new emerging technological development that has the potential to possess an excellent impact on the globe. to 

it, several advantages that it provides to its users and businesses. for instance, a number of the advantages that it provides to businesses, 

is that it reduces operating expense by outlay less on maintenance and software system upgrades and focus a lot of on the businesses 

itself. however, there are different challenges cloud computing should overcome. individuals are skeptical concerning whether or not 

their information is secure and private. There aren't any standards or rules worldwide that provided information through cloud 

computing. Europe has data protection laws however the U.S., being one of the foremost technologically advanced nations, doesn't 

have any information protection laws. Users additionally worry regarding who will disclose their information and have possession of 
their data. But once, there are standards and regulations worldwide, cloud computing can revolutionize the long run. 
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